
A JOURNEY TO SAJEK

Read The Lonely Traveler from the story A journey to Sajek Valley by ZakariaRakin (Zakaria Rakin) with 81 reads.
photography, valley, travel. Hi. My name is Za.

As Sajek Valley Bangladesh is one of the beautiful places on the earth, you can book your accommodation in
those cottages from where you can easily enjoy excellent views to catch rare sunsets and sunrise and chill at
the helipad in the dark. You can book your accommodation before you travel. All around the year tourists visit
and become enchanted with the beauty of this which is amazing. Sajek valley is an emerging tourist spot in
Bangladesh. We fixed final tour date, tour duration, approximate cost at the meeting. It can be very remarkable
memories for any tourist to go and stay there for 2nights. You must astonish to see the beauty of nature. Our
expected time of arrival in Dhaka is 5 AM Sunday morning. Nature lovers are exploring Sajek Valley
frequently and enjoying traveling there. However, if you are the type who would prefer to enjoy the luxury of
a sauna with a fair share of the view, this is not your place. You can find some coffee and tea stalls for snacks.
You will enjoy green, serene, peaceful, mesmerizing clouds, fantastic view. After reaching Baghaichhory, you
have to go to this Valley by Jeep local name Chander Gari or by motorbike. Another mentionable one is
Meghalaya. You will be dreamy and will feel like moving through paradise. You can enjoy visiting super
place for the scenic beauty of green mountain and its valleys, the sun rising and the sun setting from the top of
the mountain in the warm day along excellent Night view in the cold evening. You can enjoy the great view
and can make good BBQ at night. Many of them start loving this valley as it gives them the pleasure of
playing with clouds. From beautiful, sunny days to starry nights under the open sky, from adrenaline rush to
peace of mind, you will find it all. Water is very limited here. We will start our actual journey to Sajek by
hired Jeep. You can enjoy your tour while you are traveling you can see pilgrimage centers, sanctuaries, and
parks; hill resorts. As a new tourism place, everything needs to be developed. It is not far from the Indian
border Mizorampur border area. You try to stay minimum one night because the sunrise and sunset times are
the most beautiful times. Stay in hill cottages for tracking. Tourists travelling to sajek need to cross the Mayni
range and Mayni river. The journey to Sajek Valley is a thrilling one â€” a two-hour drive on a steep road that
leads to the destination. Many tourists compare this place to Darjeeling of India. You will have the best
possible facilities like the capital city in the most remote area of the country. It will take more or less 6 hours
to reach Khaghrachorri from Dhaka. The clouds, hasty rain, sunny day and brighter rainbow makes the trip a
dream for a tourist One can quickly touch a cloud. This place is hot in the daytime but cold in the evening.
Hotels: Army owns hotel Runmoy and Sajek resort, and you will get at least a 4- star accommodation.


